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Winter Rising Dec 31 2019 ‘Winter,’ he says. ‘You’re going rogue again.’ ‘Desperate times.’
‘This is like chess and you’re the Queen. The best player on the board doesn’t get into a fight
with a pawn.’ ‘The Guardsman is no pawn.’ Winter returns to face the most feared hitman of all
time: the nameless, faceless contract killer, the Guardsman. Secret Service agent Winter knows
global crime boss Alek Konstantin’s days are numbered after she seduced him, then revealed his
identity to the world. Now, permanently on the run from the authorities, Alek fights to regain
control as the brutal criminal organisation he ruled with an iron fist crashes down around him.
Then a young woman called Lucy is viciously stabbed and dumped on a mossy grave, a
harrowing message for Winter carved on her forehead. Winter follows the trail to the Guardsman
– a pitiless contract killer, and Alek’s top hitman. Has the Guardsman gone rogue or is Alek
pulling the strings to taunt Winter once more? In a desperate bid to lure Lucy's killer from the
shadows and find a path to Alek, Winter books the Guardsman for a hit on herself. If she
succeeds, she’ll have the world’s most dangerous killer at her mercy. But if she fails… A spinetingling suspense thriller, perfect for fans of Sandra Brown and The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo.
What readers are saying about Alex Callister: ‘Wow! Double wow!! Triple wow!!!... This book
took me for a ride on a rollercoaster… This book definitely gets a place in my top for 2020…. If
this is what Winter is like, I don't like the other seasons anymore.’ B for Book Review, 5 stars ‘A
clever, original spy thriller… There are nods to Bond and Bourne throughout Winter Dark… She
could seduce Bond and leave him heart broken. She could outfight Bourne and leave his legs
broken... Winter Dark is a gripping, pacy and highly original thriller. Highly recommended.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book was really good! I love the main character! I can't wait to
read more of the stories! The book is full of action-packed thrills and rides!’ Goodreads reviewer
‘Winter is a badass character. There will be a movie made about this book… The author set out
to create a female James Bond and pretty much hit it spot on… The book is a page-turner.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘A high-octane thriller… It is a thrill-a-minute, edge-of-your-seat thriller
that will have you quickly turning the page… will keep you entertained and engrossed until it’s
thrilling denouement. A great read that will spike your blood pressure accordingly – not for the
faint-hearted!’ Goodreads reviewer ‘I wound up wrapped up in the story and couldn’t put it

down.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Loved it! I want more! Can’t wait for the next instalment.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘It is hard to put this one down! Lots of twists in this quite different
and spectacular read! RECOMMEND HIGHLY!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I loved it.
Intense and filled with twists and turns. Just when you think you know what is going to happen
next, Winter surprises you… I cannot wait for the next instalment!’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Now
there is a new kid on the block, the love-child of Jack Reacher and Lisbeth Salander… she can
out-punch Bourne and out-pull Bond.’ Independent ‘I am in heaven.’ Goodreads reviewer
The Rise of Winter Jun 24 2019 Centuries ago, Terra, the world, was nearly destroyed by
humans. In the wake of that destruction, Terra created the Guardians--a group sworn to protect
Her. But humans have returned to their plundering ways and Terra needs the Guardians. The
Guardians are now fractured, their leader murdered years before. They need a new leader--a new
Terra Protectorum--but when a young girl is chosen, outrage ensues. Questions demand answers.
Why has Terra selected a girl with no knowledge of the Guardians? Why has she chosen a
human when it is the humans destroying the earth? And most importantly, why has she chosen
the girl whose father murdered the last Terra Protectorum?
Children of Winter Jan 30 2020 Catherine and her family are out for a walk when a sudden
storm blows up. The children take shelter in a deserted barn which seems strangely familiar,
although they have never been there before. As the daylight fades, Catherine senses the secrets of
the surrounding hills press in upon her, secrets from another, older time.
Coming of Winter Feb 22 2022 Catherine Mae Blackston is missing. She is not the first. While
investigating Blackston's recent activities, FBI Agent Jeremy Winter stumbles upon a string of
missing persons within state parks. Unable to convince his boss that Blackston's disappearance is
anything other than a lost hiker, Winter joins forces with a local police officer to continue the
search. As the clues mount, a dark figure from Jeremy's past emerges with an ultimatum - one
that could force him out of the Bureau. Afraid that his girlfriend, fellow agent Maggie Keeley,
will be dragged into a high-stakes political game, he delays his decision. But as the tally of
missing persons increases, Winter closes in on the unlikeliest of suspects. The bodies are out
there. He just has to find them before his past catches up with him.
The Twelve Days of Winter Jul 06 2020 A counting book that highlights the wonders of winter
It’s wintertime! The time for snow, mittens, and 12 days of surprises. In this high-energy, curious
classroom, the teacher introduces her students to a new winter activity every day—from making
paper snowflakes, to building sugar cube igloos, to playing with jingling bells. As the days get
colder and the gifts add up, the classroom is transformed into wintery chaos. Inspired by the song
“The Twelve Days of Christmas,” this book uses accumulative verse as readers count to 12 along
with the class and explore the funny, intricate illustrations. It includes a punch-out snowman
paper doll that young readers can dress up and use to decorate their own winter wonderland!
The Rise of Winter May 04 2020 This action-packed first book of a middle grade fantasy trilogy
brings together magical animals, environmental destruction, and finding one's place in a world
where everything is about to change. Centuries ago, the world, Terra, was nearly destroyed by
humans. As she recovered, Terra created the Guardians &– a group sworn to protect her. But
humans have returned to their plundering ways and Terra needs the Guardians. She calls on them
only to find they have fractured &– their last leader murdered years before. They need a new
leader &– a new Terra Protectorum &– but when a young girl is chosen, outrage ensues.
Questions demand answers. Why has Terra selected a girl with no knowledge of the Guardians?
Why has she chosen a human when it is the humans destroying the earth? And most importantly,
why has she chosen the girl whose father murdered the last Terra Protectorum? "Filled with
pulse-pounding action, otherworldly characters to root for, and a timely message about the state

of our planet, The Rise of Winter soars."—Joel A. Sutherland, author of Summer's End and the
Haunted Canada series Check out Alex Lyttle's other book: From Ant to Eagle
Secrets of Winter Aug 19 2021 Discover nature's wintertime secrets and meet the animals and
plants that live in and around a snow-covered forest, from the bears in their lairs and the foxes in
their dens, to the squirrels and birds in the treetops.
Brrrr Jun 28 2022 When snow falls on the ground and all the trees are bare, everything changes,
including the white rabbit. Follow the white rabbit through the snowy winter and see what all the
different animals do to survive the cold and snow.
The Legend of Winter Jul 18 2021 Winter makes her way to the Crow heartland for a secret
meeting. But before she enters the ballroom, she becomes kidnapped! Will she be able to escape
her kidnappers and make it back in time? Winter lives in a world that she thought was perfect,
but soon she realizes that it is far from peaceful. Her world is full of lies and secrets, and people
who aren't who they say they are. Winter discovers that she is much more important than she
ever realized, learns secrets that will change the world, and develops friendships that will last
forever. As she journeys to places she never imagined going, Winter knows she'll never be the
same again. Neither will the place she once called paradise.
Winter Dark Sep 19 2021 ‘Wow! Double wow!! Triple wow!!!... in my top books for 2020.’ B
for Book Review ????? ‘I could not put it down!’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘Loved it! I want
more!’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘I didn't get a chance to breathe.’ Goodreads reviewer ?????
‘Nail-biting.’ Goodreads reviewer ????? The Audible #1 Bestselling Thriller of the Year. Secret
Service agent Winter has just two weeks to bring down a site on the dark web before an innocent
girl is murdered in front of an online audience of millions. Going deep undercover disguised as a
paid assassin – alias Snow White – Winter must infiltrate the inner circle of the extraordinarily
powerful man at the heart of the dark web. When Winter stumbles upon the body of a man from
her past with a bullet through his forehead, the clues begin to slot into place. With the girl’s fate
growing darker with every tick of the clock, can Winter put together the pieces in time to save
her life?
Dead of Winter #1 Jul 30 2022 From the tabletop smash hit comes this new series starring
beloved characters from Plaid Hat Games' Dead of Winter, written by Kyle Starks (the Eisnernominated Sexcastle), and illustrated by GABO (The Life After). In the pantheon of heroes, none
are more lovable and loyal than everyone's beloved good ol' dog, Sparky. Surviving in the
wintery apocalypse of the undead, this former TV star turned zombie killing machine just wants
to make friends and be a good boy. As his fellow survivors scavenge for supplies in the frigid
wasteland, will Sparky be able to protect his companions from threats both undead and not yet
undead?
What I See in Summer Jul 26 2019 What I See In Summer introduces emergent readers to the
sights and activities of summer while providing them with a supportive first nonfiction reading
experience. Carefully crafted text uses high-frequency words, repetitive sentence patterns, and
strong visual references to support emergent readers, making sure they aren't facing too many
challenges at once. What I See In Summer includes Tools for Teachers and Caregivers and a
Let's Review! question and image, as well as introductory nonfiction features such as labels, a
table of contents, words to know, and an index. What I See In Summer is part of Jump!'s Seasons
series.
Winter Soldier Vol. 1 Aug 26 2019 He's been Bucky and Captain America - now, James Barnes
returns to the role of the Winter Soldier! They're the super-spies of the Marvel Universe - and
when ex-Russian sleeper agents awaken, Bucky and the Black Widow must go on the hunt for
men trained by the Winter Soldier himself. But when the trail leads to Latveria, Bucky comes

face-to-face with Dr. Doom! Can Bucky and the Widow prevent war with Latveria? Can Bucky
stop the sleepers he himself trained? Eisner Award-winning writer Ed Brubaker and superstar
artist Butch Guice kick off an explosive new era for Bucky Barnes! Collecting FEAR ITSELF
#7.1: CAPTAIN AMERICA and WINTER SOLDIER #1-5.
Blossom in Winter Aug 31 2022 Immerse yourself in this utterly addictive forbidden love story
that has captivated thousands of readers around the world. “We are not meant to be together. I
should’ve known better. And yet…” Petra, a seventeen-year-old Dutch-American and the only
heir of finance tycoon Roy Van Gatt, has always had her life rigorously planned and supervised
by her strict father. From her internship at his hedge fund firm on Wall Street to her degree in
Economics at Columbia University, Petra is all set for a bright future in finance. But everything
falls apart when she develops a dangerous relationship with her father’s business partner and
utmost confidant, Alexander Van Dieren. A Dutch nobleman, known as an unrepentant
heartbreaker, twenty-three years her senior, and who is, above all else, her beloved godfather. A
twisted obsession for some, unconditional love for others, but one thing is sure: it’s a relationship
that might cost them everything... This book is for mature audiences. ????? "A Must Read for
Romantic Thriller Enthusiasts. Blossom in Winter is a beautifully wrought and expertly woven
story of forbidden love, desire, dark pasts, and the lengths one will go to protect everything that
matters most to them." -- Payton H, Amazon ????? "This dark romance is just what you need to
keep you warm on the cold winter nights that are coming our way, it even has a simmering slow
burn going on." -- Cassandra W., Amazon UK ????? "This book has been an absolute pleasure to
read. There's puppy love, genuine romance, dark and twisted erotica and moments that will leave
you shocked." -- Victoria Spaulding, Goodreads ????? "I don't even have words, got to be one of
the most intense books I've read in a while." -- Obsidian, Goodreads ????? "This was the most
amazing book I've read in a while, it was so gripping, I really couldn't stop reading it even at 2
am when I had a Uni class the next day!" -- Sabrina, Goodreads ????? "No lies, this is the best
book I've ever read! I've felt so many emotions while reading it! Can't wait for the second
book!!!" -- Mariska, Goodreads ????? "This book was exceptional, it captivated me instantly." -Christina, Goodreads ????? "A captivating page-turner of a book that you literally will not put
down." - Jojo, Goodreads ????? "This was by far the most refreshing, exciting, thrilling,
adventurous, and sexy book I've read." -- Amy Shaw, Goodreads ????? "Pure intensity from the
very first word to the very last!" -- Dionne McCarten, Goodreads ????? "This is by far one of the
best books I've read in a long time!" -- Jade, Goodreads
Klaus & The Witch of Winter Feb 10 2021 Klaus returns for an epic oversized one-shot,
perfect for any comic fan's stocking! Brought to you by legendary creator Grant Morrison and
2016 Russ Manning Award winner Dan Mora, join the continuing adventures through space and
time of the man that would become Santa Claus. Over 40 pages of all-new story and art!
Shades of Winter Dec 11 2020 The first time Dante saw Liam, he was in the club. All leather.
And mesh. And willing. The second time Dante saw Liam, he was a client. All cold. And quiet.
And in danger. Dante is nothing if not professional when it comes to his job as a bodyguard, but
being hired on to protect the young cellist he'd once met in a dingy bathroom wasn't high on his
list of things to do for the holidays. Especially knowing that Dante can no longer touch him. And
it doesn't help that Liam starts pushing every single one of his buttons after they find themselves
snowbound with Liam's stalker hot on their tail. Dante needs to find a way to draw a line
between them, because he's not willing to give up his career to have Liam in his bed. But he also
knows he can't ignore the one thing he's figured out: Liam needs a firm hand, and Dante knows
how to give that to him. At some point, Dante will have to make a choice between duty and
pleasure, but he's starting to wonder if that risk might not be worth everything. Shades of Winter

is a low angst, stand-alone, MM winter holiday romance featuring an age-gap, a grumpy
bodyguard, a cellist who just wants to feel delicate, and a piping hot-toddy of a happily ever
after.
Daughter of Winter Oct 01 2022 Some choose to fight the darkness; others become it. Darkness
and danger enter Brydie MacKay's life in the form of an unforeseen inheritance. Ignorant of her
turbulent birthright, and unaware that she is marked by an ancient prophecy wielded by the gods,
Brydie becomes prey to a powerful adversary who seeks vengeance for the curse laid upon him
thousands of years before. When her life is threatened, and the lives of the people she cares for
are placed in jeopardy, Brydie must choose to embrace her legacy and fight the darkness or lose
everything she loves. Daughter of Winter is the first book in a gripping fantasy series based on
the legends behind the winter goddess, Cailleach Bheur. The series draws you into a world of
Celtic mythology, powerful Druids, dark magic, and fated mates. Reader discretion: Please be
advised this book contains violence and sexual content.
Winter Princess Oct 28 2019 As a demigoddess, Wyn has always stood out from the human
crowd. On her 22nd birthday, her magic finally surfaces. She'll need the help of not one, but four
Guardians to control her destructive powers. If only they weren't so distracting...
Winter Street May 16 2021 In bestseller Elin Hilderbrand's first Christmas novel, a family
gathers on Nantucket for a holiday filled with surprises. Kelley Quinn is the owner of
Nantucket's Winter Street Inn and the proud father of four - Patrick, Kevin, Ava and Bart, all of
them grown and living in varying states of disarray. As Christmas approaches, Kelley is looking
forward to getting the family together for some quality time at the inn. But when he walks in on
his wife Mitzi kissing Santa Claus - or the guy who's playing Santa at the inn's annual party utter chaos descends. With the three older children each reeling in their own dramas and Bart (a
Marine) unreachable in Afghanistan, it might be up to Kelley's ex-wife to save Christmas at the
Winter Street Inn. Before the mulled cider is gone, the delightfully dysfunctional Quinn family
will survive a love triangle, an unplanned pregnancy, a federal crime, a small house fire, many
shots of whiskey, and endless rounds of Christmas caroling, in this heart-warming novel about
coming home for the holidays.
Are You Ready for Winter? Mar 14 2021 The trees are bare. Puddles have turned to ice. Birds
puff up their feathers to stay warm. Hot cocoa hits the spot! Do you know what season is here?
It’s winter! What else happens in winter? Read this book to find out!
Animals in Winter Mar 26 2022 Read and find out about how animals cope with winter in this
colorfully illustrated nonfiction picture book. This is a clear and appealing book for early
elementary age kids, both at home and in the classroom. Introduce kids to basic science ideas as
part of discussions about the seasons and animals. Have you ever seen a butterfly in the snow?
Probably not. Butterflies can't survive cold weather, so when winter comes, many butterflies fly
to warmer places. They migrate. Woodchucks don't like cold weather either, but they don't
migrate; they hibernate. Woodchucks sleep in their dens all winter long. How do these and other
animals handle the cold and snow of winter? Read and find out in the proven winner Animals in
Winter! This is a Level 1 Let's-Read-and-Find-Out, which means the book explores introductory
concepts perfect for children in the primary grades. The 100+ titles in this leading nonfiction
series are: hands-on and visual acclaimed and trusted great for classrooms Top 10 reasons to love
LRFOs: Entertain and educate at the same time Have appealing, child-centered topics
Developmentally appropriate for emerging readers Focused; answering questions instead of
using survey approach Employ engaging picture book quality illustrations Use simple charts and
graphics to improve visual literacy skills Feature hands-on activities to engage young scientists
Meet national science education standards Written/illustrated by award-winning

authors/illustrators & vetted by an expert in the field Over 130 titles in print, meeting a wide
range of kids' scientific interests Books in this series support the Common Core Learning
Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and the Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Math (STEM) standards. Let's-Read-and-Find-Out is the winner of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science/Subaru Science Books & Films Prize for Outstanding Science
Series.
Winter's Mourn Nov 09 2020 A killer is watching... Thirteen years ago, Winter Black came
home early from a sleepover to find her parents brutally murdered and her little brother gonetaken by a serial killer called The Preacher. Now a rookie FBI agent assigned to her first murder
case, Winter has returned to the small Virginia town where she grew up. But when bones found
by a hunter lead to the discovery of a secret burial ground containing the remains of children, the
investigation suddenly hits close to home as the past and future collide with each new shocking
discovery. Will they find her brother's bones in the makeshift graveyard next? Only The Preacher
knows, and he'll do anything to keep the past-and its secrets-buried until he's ready to make his
final move. A masterfully conceived psychological thriller reminiscent of Lisa Jackson, Harlan
Coben, and Karin Slaughter, Winter's Mourn will keep readers turning the pages-and watching
the window-long past midnight.
The Dead of Winter Apr 02 2020 When Michael's parents die, he is invited to stay with his
guardian in a desolate country house. When Michael spots a woman out in the frozen mists on
the day he arrives, he suspects something is not quite right. But little can prepare him for the
solitude of the house itself. His guardian is rarely seen, and there's a malevolent force lurking in
an old hallway mirror. Michael soon realises that the house and its grounds harbour many
secrets, both dead and alive.
Blood Winter Nov 21 2021 FROM EXCITING AUTHOR OF LGBT+ PARANORMAL
ROMANCE, S.J. COLES Vampires are attempting to integrate into human society. When Alec
MacCarthy first meets a &‘haemophile' in the flesh, it's not the obvious dangers that frighten
him. Alec MacCarthy, Lord of Aviemore and largely-forgotten descendent of a once-proud
family line, keeps the wolf from the door of the crumbling family mansion by restoring classic
cars. He leaves the real world alone and wishes nothing more than for it to return the favor. But
in a reality where haemophiles—still colloquially known as vampires, despite the publicity
campaigns—have come out of hiding and are attempting to integrate into human society, the real
world is rapidly becoming a disrupted and conflicted mess that threatens to trouble even Alec in
his remote Scottish hideaway. When he unwittingly attends a Blood Party to please a friend, he
has his first meeting with one of these mysterious and dangerous beings. Terje is like nothing he
has ever encountered before...literally. His reactions are as troublesome as they are undeniable.
Alec's snap decision to help the haemophile rather than sample his sense-heightening and
addictive blood sets them both on a path that will lead them into a tangled web of intrigue with
consequences that will change their lives—and the world—forever.
Winter Apr 14 2021 Color illustrations demonstrate the ways children enjoy the winter season.
Winter Is Fun! Oct 09 2020 Carefully leveled text and fresh, vibrant photos engage young
readers in learning about winter and its changes and adaptations. Age-appropriate critical
thinking questions and a photo glossary help build nonfiction learning skills.
Dynasty Jan 12 2021
The Stones of Winter Apr 26 2022 A Viking tale of myth and magic. All is not well at the Viking
court of Jelling. Home to the mysterious Yelling Stones (three witches turned into stone), it's
always been a place of power and a haven for 'the old ways'. But troubling news has reached
King Gorm's court - not that fourteen-year-old princess Astrid is concerned that. She's far more

worried that her family prefers her inside sewing, or planning her marriage, rather than letting
her explore the forest or ride her beautiful snow-white horse, Hestur. But Astrid is about to find
herself at the heart of a battle that will change her life forever. Leif, an ambitious and talented
young poet, arrives at King Gorm's court with unsettling news. Leif announces he has been sent
visions from the witches of the Yelling Stones, saying a dangerous and powerful force is coming
- one that will change the face of Denmark - and only Astrid and Leif can stop it. But with
danger all around them, including trolls, witches and a terrifying creature called 'The Beast', can
they tell who the real enemy is in time to stop them? Previously published as THE YELLING
STONES.
The Winter King Aug 07 2020 From Bernard Cornwell, the international bestselling author and
master of historical fiction. In the Dark Ages, a legendary warrior arises to unite a divided land . .
. Uther, the High King of Britain, is dead. His only heir is the infant Mordred. Yet each of the
country's lesser kings seek to claim the crown for themselves. While they squabble and spoil for
war, a host of Saxon armies gather, preparing for invasion. But no one has counted on the
fearsome warlord Arthur. Handed power by Merlin and pursuing a doomed romance with the
beautiful Guinevere, Arthur knows he will struggle to unite the country - let alone hold back the
Saxon enemy at the gates. Yet destiny awaits him . . . The first of Bernard Cornwell's Warlord
Chronicles, The Winter King is a brilliant retelling of the Arthurian legend, combining myth,
history and thrilling battlefield action. 'Of all the books I have written these are my favourites'
Bernard Cornwell 'Spellbinding realism' The Times
One Day in Winter Oct 21 2021 On a cold December's morning... Caro sets off to find the truth:
has her relationship with her father been based on a lifetime of lies? Cammy can't wait to surprise
the woman he loves with a proposal. All he needs is the perfect ring. Lila can no longer hide her
secret. She has to tell her lover's wife about their affair. After thirty years, Bernadette knows it's
time. She's ready to leave her controlling husband... and never look back. Over the course of
twenty-four hours, four lives are about to change forever...
Winter Nov 02 2022 A girl with a dark history… Avery Bresllin took a leap of faith when she
changed her name. As Avery Patterson, she is no longer the daughter of a serial killer. No longer
the girl who was bullied and abused through high school. A fresh name and a fresh start at
Columbia University means Avery can leave all that behind. There's only one thing marring her
dream of a clean slate…. A boy with a past of his own… Luke Reid has a lot going for him: sex
appeal, badass tattoos and insane musical talent. Despite his guitar skills, his calling in life has
always been to serve and protect. A NYPD cop by day, singer in rock band D.M.F by night, from
the outside Luke seems like he's got it made. But falling for a girl whose father was accused of
deeply sinister acts—a man whom Luke shared a devastating history with, himself—only serves
to complicated things. Pieces of a puzzle…. Four symbols, four methods of destruction. A trade.
Borrowed wings. Dark secrets that threaten to destroy.
Winter World Jun 16 2021 A new ice age. A mysterious object in space. And a desperate
mission to save humanity from extinction.
Dystance Nov 29 2019 From birth to death, The War is all the citizens of Dystance know. As
children it is drilled into their heads that war is the purpose behind all existence. Winter doesn't
agree. She's stumbled across remnants of life the way it was before The War began and now she
longs to be as free as her ancestors. With help from her best friend Cedar and the boy she is
forbidden to love, Tallow. She believes she can do it. Winter can see a life beyond the Pickets,
beyond the constant hunger and the threat of death, beyond the war machine. Can one teenage
girl and her dream of a better life really change the whole world?
The First Day of Winter Sep 07 2020 From renown picture book author Denise Fleming, a

cozy, cumulative book to warm a cold winter day Alive with swirling snow and lots of outdoor
fun, the first ten days of winter bring special gifts for a special friend. This cumulative tale will
have children chanting along as they discover all the trimmings needed for the most perfect
snowman ever!
The Winter Trilogy: A Witch in Winter May 28 2022 Anna Winterson doesn't know she's a
witch and would probably mock you for believing in magic, but after moving to the small town
of Winter with her father, she learns more than she ever wanted to about power. When Anna
meets Seth, she is smitten, but when she enchants him to love her, she unwittingly amplifies a
deadly conflict between two witch clans and splits her own heart in two. She wants to love Seth,
to let him love her - but if it is her magic that's controlling his passion, then she is as monstrous
as the witch clan who are trying to use her amazing powers for their own gain.
The Last Day of Winter Sep 27 2019 One December wedding. One runaway bride. One winter's
day to bring everyone together again. Today is the day Caro and Cammy are due to walk up the
aisle. But Caro's too caught up in the trauma of her past to contemplate their happy ever after.
Stacey's decision to return from L.A. is fuelled by one thing – telling Cammy how she feels,
before it's too late. Wedding planner, Josie, needs to sort the whole mess out, but she's just been
dealt some devastating news. Can she get through the day without spilling her secret? On a chilly
winter's day, they have twenty-four hours to prove that love can lead the way to a brighter
future... Perfect for fans of Isabelle Broom, Sarah Morgan and Amanda Prowse.
Winter Pilgrims Dec 23 2021 'An enthralling adventure story, honest and powerful. The Wars
of the Roses are imagined here with energy, with ferocity, with hunger to engage the reader.'
Hilary Mantel February 1460 In the bitter dawn of a winter's morning, a young man and a
woman escape from a priory. In fear of their lives, they are forced to flee across a land ravaged
by conflict. For this is the Wars of the Roses, one of the most savage and bloody civil wars in
history, Where brother confronts brother, king faces king, And Thomas and Katherine must fight
- just to stay alive ...
What Happens to Plants in Summer? Jun 04 2020 This Level 1 guided reader examines how
seasonal changes in summer affect plants. Students will develop word recognition and reading
skills while learning about the summer rain and sun, plant growth, and ripening fruit.
What Do Animals Do in Summer? Mar 02 2020 This Level 1 guided reader examines seasonal
animal behaviors in summer. Students will develop word recognition and reading skills while
learning about how animals respond to summer changes, including finding ways to keep cool or
becoming more active.
Frog in Winter Jan 24 2022 Frog is taken by surprise when winter comes. He doesn't understand
why everything is covered with white and he skids and slips on the icy pond. He is too cold to
take part in any of the joyous fun that Duck is having skating or that Hare is having throwing
snowballs. The animals band together to equip Frog for enjoying winter, and later they share in
his rejoicing when spring arrives. 'Frog is an inspired creation - a masterpiece of graphic
simplicity.' - Guardian
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